Specifications TableSubjectHardware and ArchitectureSpecific subject areaSimulation-based performance evaluation of on-chip communication architecturesType of dataTablesHow data were acquiredComputational simulationData formatRaw and analyzedParameters for data collectionExperiments are based on traffic patterns composed of communication flows configured to inject 128-bit packets into 32-bit data links at a constant injection rate of 320 Mbps.Description of data collectionData were obtained using modules which collect information about each packet delivered by the communication architecture. These modules collect the necessary information to calculate the performance metrics, which are: the average latency, the jitter, and the throughput.Data source locationUniversity of Vale do Itajaí -- Univali, Itajaí, BrazilData accessibilityAnalyzed data with the article\
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Repository name: RedScarf Reference DatasetRelated research articleE.A. Silva, M.E. Kreutz, C.A. Zeferino, *RedScarf*: an open-source multi-platform simulation environment for performance evaluation of Networks-on-Chip, *Journal of Systems Architecture.* 99 (2019) 101633. doi: [10.1016/j.sysarc.2019.101633](http://10.1016/j.sysarc.2019.101633){#intref0015}**Value of the Data**•Data were obtained from simulations experiments and can be useful for researchers and students to carry out comparative analysis concerning architectural configurations.•Data allow setting up experiments with different architectural configurations of communication mechanisms in Networks-on-Chip -- NoCs.•Data provide a comparison among strategies during the design process of NoCs.•Data is pertinent to verify how a single change in an architectural parameter impacts performance over a range of communication behavior.•Data presented may instigate researchers to evaluate the efficiency of their approach to comply with design constraints for on-chip communication architectures.
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[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} present data obtained from experiments carried out using *RedScarf* \[[@bib1], [@bib2]\] to evaluate the performance of 64-node on-chip communication architectures submitted to six traffic patterns based on different spatial distributions. The tables present the average latency, the jitter, and the throughput measured by varying the operating frequency. The first metric is the average of the latency of all the packets delivered, while the second metric measures the dispersion of the latency suffered by these packets (i.e., the standard deviation). The third metric consists of the traffic that the network accepted given the offered traffic, which varies with the changing of the operating frequency because the injection rate is constant (320 Mbps). [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} show data related to the simulation of a 4 × 4 2D Mesh topology running with five different routing algorithms, including one deterministic algorithm and four partially-adaptive routing algorithms based on the Turn Model \[[@bib3]\]. [Table 7](#tbl7){ref-type="table"}, [Table 8](#tbl8){ref-type="table"}, [Table 9](#tbl9){ref-type="table"} presents data collected from experiments that evaluate the impact of four arbitration policies on the average latency, jitter, and throughput of a 4 × 4 Torus topology. Finally, [Table 10](#tbl10){ref-type="table"}, [Table 11](#tbl11){ref-type="table"}, [Table 12](#tbl12){ref-type="table"} show the impact of the buffers depth and the use of output buffers on the three performance metrics of a 4 × 2 × 2 Mesh topology. Seven different memory schemes are employed.Table 1Average latency (in cycles) for 64-node on-chip network topologies under different traffic patterns.Table 1Traffic PatternNetwork TopologyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformBus415,558.7412,259.4408,987.4405,700.9402,439.7399,154.7395,887.4392,599.2389,319.2386,041.32D Mesh18,208.314,574.910,812.57302.15480.84429.93739.52596.62101.11595.03D Mesh9456.06044.32794.0739.4525.9321.2286.3237.6221.8213.3Crossbar9311.164003252.21020.4750.3247.3214.1203.3193.0181.4Bit-reversal2D Mesh32,873.925,019.219,164.613,944.912,348.191459060.78043.46953.35702.33D Mesh17,308.712,782.58256.25070.93707.72145.11224.321.821.821.82D Torus25,600.220,779.515,958.811,319.17771.153702559.3463.7308.127.9Crossbar2506.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.0Perfect ShuffleChordal Ring58,529.137,603.637,207.333,684.133,311.431,718.034,424.736,611.727,195.223,669.52D Mesh14,537.610,934.08874.969455911.94140.72090.124.224.224.23D Mesh6024.53255.71617.117.717.717.717.717.717.717.72D Torus10,488.67180.85114.73152.12370.625.124.4232323Crossbar2264.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.0ButterflyChordal Ring4387.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.02D Mesh40,485.431,464.422,443.415,923.212,330.68085.14002.826.526.526.53D Mesh17,513.510,952.54391.517.517.517.517.517.517.517.52D Torus40,485.431,464.422,443.415,923.212,330.68085.14002.826.526.526.5Crossbar4381.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.0Transpose2D Mesh20,804.515,233.811,084.27777.36499.94890.04258.03208.82775.11962.33D Mesh21,224.116,282.712,391.210,057.86874.75046.92461.2314.525.325.12D Torus19,973.315,258.810,544.26937.34463.72147.51227.124.624.624.6Crossbar2506.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.0ComplementChordal Ring40,839.932,091.823,343.717,286.514,597.911,831.710,605.88972.98286.371402D Mesh44,238.638,037.531,836.325,716.219,664.514,299.89593.140.040.040.03D Mesh8773.55494.52215.529.529.529.529.529.529.529.52D Torus8768.05488.22208.522.022.022.022.022.022.022.0Crossbar2194.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.07.0Table 2Jitter for 64-node on-chip network topologies under different traffic patterns.Table 2Traffic PatternNetwork TopologyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformBus102,933.8102,151.5101,321.5100,525.599,694.398,889.698,055.597,255.796,449.495,629.52D Mesh4609.94371.34588.65097.85164.24692.94279.13660.53216.62692.43D Mesh2225.31531.31017.5695.0686.9292.2293.2185.3166.9162.3Crossbar2058.81318.2939.1966.81028.4173.3138.2130.3124.4109.5Bit-reversal2D Mesh9428.010,541.012,834.314,470.914,920.713,272.313,896.112,542.011,634.010,245.73D Mesh4792.74918.85757.66220.65194.64561.52168.77.77.77.72D Torus6943.37157.48137.69259.68292.77120.45728.01864.11107.57.2Crossbar618.90.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Perfect ShuffleChordal Ring29,759.441,351.045,261.450,348.451,298.854,240.252,370.649,845.849,562.751,798.02D Mesh5556.96670.06418.76800.06677.45732.12832.18.48.48.43D Mesh2359.02494.01054.44.74.74.74.74.74.74.72D Torus4051.44755.34423.24294.53227.9108.97.17.17.1Crossbar558.90.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0ButterflyChordal Ring1082.60.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.02D Mesh11,600.212,865.415,653.016,698.513,597.711,050.04592.23.43.43.43D Mesh4330.12706.31082.51.51.51.51.51.51.51.52D Torus11,600.212,865.415,653.016,698.113,601.911,049.54591.93.43.43.4Crossbar1082.60.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Transpose2D Mesh7522.48959.49554.710,372.39433.49335.18402.98079.17066.06489.23D Mesh6235.27129.58027.07894.87683.66805.74615.32190.38.28.32D Torus5597.25950.47069.67266.15354.84562.92169.99.39.39.3Crossbar618.90.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0ComplementChordal Ring11,973.213,759.617,061.418,905.517,575.317,552.616,282.816,018.814,892.214,495.52D Mesh12,484.514,102.116,944.817,607.815,314.913,574.610,812.814.214.214.23D Mesh2166.21353.9541.67.87.87.87.87.87.87.82D Torus2166.21353.9541.66.46.46.46.46.46.46.4Crossbar541.60.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Table 3Throughput (normalized) for 64-node on-chip network topologies under different traffic patterns.Table 3Traffic PatternNetwork\
TopologyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformBus0.00740.00740.00740.00740.00740.00740.00740.00740.00740.00742D Mesh0.14390.14410.14320.14430.13340.12390.11270.10490.09750.09063D Mesh0.24180.24320.24510.21870.18070.15130.12980.11420.10180.0920Crossbar0.25580.25420.24750.21710.17980.15120.13020.11420.10180.0921Bit-reversal2D Mesh0.07730.07730.07730.07660.07290.07620.07020.07010.06840.06753D Mesh0.14040.14040.14040.13680.12850.12160.11350.10490.09370.08462D Torus0.10220.10220.10220.10240.10390.10290.10350.10300.09280.0846Crossbar0.43740.37500.26250.20190.16410.13820.11930.10500.09370.0847Perfect ShuffleChordal Ring0.01880.01740.01500.01370.01290.01230.01190.01160.01140.01122D Mesh0.15480.15030.14240.13250.12280.12050.12030.11610.10370.09373D Mesh0.29630.28090.25270.22330.18150.15280.13200.11610.10370.09372D Torus0.19940.19270.18100.17110.15560.15280.13200.11610.10370.0937Crossbar0.48430.41510.29060.22350.18160.15300.13210.11620.10380.0937ButterflyChordal Ring0.25000.21430.15000.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.04842D Mesh0.06240.06240.06240.06240.06250.06250.06250.06000.05360.04843D Mesh0.12500.12500.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.04842D Torus0.06240.06240.06240.06240.06250.06250.06250.06000.05360.0484Crossbar0.25000.21430.10050.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Transpose2D Mesh0.10760.10560.10200.09830.09480.09130.08730.08390.08000.07633D Mesh0.11760.11760.11560.11040.10850.10550.10570.10290.09370.08462D Torus0.12580.12480.12480.12480.12470.12160.11350.10490.09370.0846Crossbar0.43740.37500.26250.20190.16410.13820.11930.10500.09370.0847ComplementChordal Ring0.06140.06140.06140.06200.06130.06150.06190.06170.06200.06212D Mesh0.06220.06220.06220.06460.06990.07550.08130.11990.10700.09673D Mesh0.24970.24970.24970.23050.18740.15780.13630.11990.10710.09672D Torus0.24980.24980.24980.23060.18740.15780.13630.11990.10710.0967Crossbar0.49990.42850.30000.23080.18750.15790.13640.12000.10710.0968Table 4Average latency (in cycles) for a 4 × 4 Mesh using five routing algorithms under different traffic patterns.Table 4Traffic PatternRouting AlgorithmOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformXY29,535.315,980.53302.583.359.651.947.645.043.342.2West-first41,575.428,177.314,842.33823.4584.463.753.147.844.943.2Negative-first43,335.129,730.515,594.26463.93869.11836.975.952.848.245.3North-last40,203.426,812.413,125.13184.888.962.953.748.945.643.7Odd-Even41,654.828,264.314,217.36510.13493.31327.057.249.045.843.9Bit-reversalXY58,815.439,916.721,018.08303.84863.520.520.520.520.520.5West-first48,541.525,473.77607.82303.718.718.718.718.718.718.7Negative-first44,045.623,555.9152,72.68302.44862.219.219.219.219.219.2North-last37,512.225,371.67111.03565.82303.718.718.718.718.718.7Odd-Even35,709.217,033.03142.119.319.019.019.019.019.019.0Perfect ShuffleXY19,612.78387.54861.614.714.714.714.714.714.714.7West-first18,338.76674.12819.514.514.514.514.514.514.514.5Negative-first18,592.86439.83571.914.514.514.514.514.514.514.5North-last18,675.57369.82819.914.514.514.514.514.514.514.5Odd-Even18,781.16045.12795.115.815.615.615.615.615.615.6ButterflyXY70,013.543,765.017,516.517.517.517.517.517.517.517.5West-first44,811.811,893.97247.516.816.816.816.816.816.816.8Negative-first70,013.543,765.017,516.517.517.517.517.517.517.517.5North-last44,811.811,893.97247.516.816.816.816.816.816.816.8Odd-Even44,811.811,893.97247.516.816.816.816.816.816.816.8TransposeXY40,845.525,204.116,842.18301.84861.819.019.019.019.019.0West-first35,943.016,817.67448.33565.82303.218.218.218.218.218.2Negative-first40,845.525,204.116,842.18301.84861.819.019.019.019.019.0North-last35,943.016,817.67448.33565.82303.218.218.218.218.218.2Odd-Even42,047.022,442.15339.318.718.218.218.218.218.218.2ComplementXY35,017.021,893.98770.822.022.022.022.022.022.022.0West-first93,472.179,715.465,564.648,797.233,940.320,476.55193.227.425.727.7Negative-first93,481.975,754.557,578.645,654.038,454.118,004.65551.16259.97015.526.1North-last70,491.956,420.242,273.028,474.116,905.08842.54745.725.825.025.0Odd-Even78,277.463,647.348,655.833,829.221,728.013,128.14349.826.826.426.9Table 5Jitter for a 4 × 4 Mesh using five routing algorithms under different traffic patterns.Table 5Traffic PatternRouting AlgorithmOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformXY7368.14407.82539.360.535.730.927.926.125.124.4West-first10,615.18546.17775.56046.21364.647.634.529.927.325.9Negative-first11,456.610,255.610,914.010,053.68694.54278.691.837.531.828.9North-last10,095.07405.25865.53786.971.139.934.330.627.926.4Odd-Even11,014.69983.510,849.09884.27889.33954.043.331.127.926.4Bit-reversalXY15,651.914,121.615,331.115,937.17825.15.55.55.55.55.5West-first17,519.819,528.913,110.210,736.05797.05.15.15.15.15.1Negative-first16,365.818,844.617,177.615,930.57825.95.55.55.55.55.5North-last13,669.318,806.411,654.910,735.95797.05.15.15.15.15.1Odd-Even10,614.411,285.16450.64.73.53.53.53.53.53.5Perfect ShuffleXY8570.310,001.04888.53.93.93.93.93.93.93.9West-first7707.88457.14300.43.43.43.43.43.43.43.4Negative-first7939.38709.84752.03.43.43.43.43.43.43.4North-last8164.09034.74300.33.43.43.43.43.43.43.4Odd-Even4410.88711.87974.03.53.43.43.43.43.43.4ButterflyXY17,320.610,825.44330.11.51.51.51.51.51.51.5West-first17,954.416,285.98354.81.31.31.31.31.31.31.3Negative-first17,320.610,825.44330.11.51.51.51.51.51.51.5North-last17,954.416,285.98354.81.31.31.31.31.31.31.3Odd-Even17,954.416,285.98354.81.31.31.31.31.31.31.3TransposeXY16,813.019,790.016,759.515,940.07827.26.76.76.76.76.7West-first13,003.414,728.711,537.310,734.85797.46.16.16.16.16.1Negative-first16,813.019,789.216,759.115,942.47827.06.76.76.76.76.7North-last13,003.414,728.711,537.310,734.85797.46.16.16.16.16.1Odd-Even13,154.915,087.211,482.45.75.95.95.95.95.95.9ComplementXY8660.95413.12165.26.46.46.46.46.46.46.4West-first23,909.922,302.529,077.423,295.125,763.625,160.310,419.89.86.78.0Negative-first26,157.729,587.829,498.632,015.632,665.822,768.816,703.318,948.721,254.27.7North-last18,004.016,084.215,477.216,524.817,128.813,797.79479.77.27.27.2Odd-Even20,441.419,460.320,481.323,077.220,796.116,241.88325.07.76.47.4Table 6Throughput (normalized) for a 4 × 4 Mesh using five routing algorithms under different traffic patterns.Table 6Traffic PatternRouting AlgorithmOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformXY0.27960.28040.27890.23060.18730.15770.13620.11980.10700.0966West-first0.22080.21940.22160.21390.18560.15770.13610.11980.10700.0966Negative-first0.21190.21170.21150.20040.17480.15360.13610.11980.10700.0966North-last0.22750.22860.22770.21820.18710.15770.13620.11980.10700.0966Odd-Even0.21860.21520.21460.20070.17690.15500.13610.11980.10700.0966Bit-reversalXY0.15620.15620.15620.14900.13280.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726West-first0.16310.17610.18740.16100.13670.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Negative-first0.18120.18300.16500.14900.13280.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726North-last0.20140.17620.17960.16100.13670.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Odd-Even0.21550.21640.21080.17300.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Perfect ShuffleXY0.31240.28560.23740.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847West-first0.32220.29930.24680.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847Negative-first0.32180.30120.24310.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847North-last0.31750.29220.24680.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847Odd-Even0.30950.29900.24680.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847ButterflyXY0.12500.12500.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484West-first0.15620.16960.13750.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Negative-first0.12500.12500.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484North-last0.15620.16960.13750.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Odd-Even0.15620.16960.13750.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484TransposeXY0.18740.17850.16250.14900.13280.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726West-first0.20860.20910.18970.16100.13670.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Negative-first0.18740.17850.16250.14900.13280.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726North-last0.20860.20910.18970.16100.13670.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Odd-Even0.19190.19030.19650.17310.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726ComplementXY0.24990.24990.24990.23070.18750.15790.13630.12000.10710.0968West-first0.11500.11420.10520.11570.11530.11500.12840.12000.10710.0967Negative-first0.11180.11050.11700.11470.10820.12150.12350.10850.09700.0968North-last0.14590.14460.14630.14600.14280.13640.12780.12000.10710.0968Odd-Even0.13260.13300.13230.13180.13250.13080.12780.12000.10710.0968Table 7Average latency (in cycles) for a 4 × 4 Torus topology using four arbitration policies under different traffic patterns.Table 7Traffic PatternArbitration PolicyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformStatic15,794.16325.1967.876.850.346.243.64241.140.5Rotative14,986.15513.3288.356.448.644.742.741.440.539.9Random15,063.05621.2172.656.548.444.842.741.440.640.0Round-Robin15,193.35679.6621.757.548.744.942.741.540.540.0Bit-reversalStatic23,346.57302.58943.717.517.517.517.517.517.517.5Rotative30,262.612,903.07805.41503.618.017.517.517.517.517.5Random31,817.614,515.58398.11666.018.017.517.517.517.517.5Round-Robin34,298.319,423.69121.217.517.517.517.517.517.517.5Perfect ShuffleStatic10,012.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.9Rotative10,012.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.9Random10,012.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.9Round-Robin10,012.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.913.9ButterflyStatic35,013.712,519.814,016.217.517.517.517.517.517.517.5Rotative57,414.621,719.914,017.417.517.517.517.517.517.517.5Random57,269.221,675.514,018.617.517.517.517.517.517.517.5Round-Robin70,013.543,765.017,516.517.517.517.517.517.517.517.5TransposeStatic17,512.03637.35483.816.016.016.016.016.016.016.0Rotative24,512.99147.65483.916.016.016.016.016.016.016.0Random24,524.89121.65498.416.016.016.016.016.016.016.0Round-Robin26,262.812,697.56851.016.016.016.016.016.016.016.0ComplementStatic8762.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.0Rotative8762.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.0Random8762.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.0Round-Robin8762.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.013.0Table 8Jitter for a 4 × 4 Torus topology using four arbitration policies under different traffic patterns.Table 8Traffic PatternArbitration PolicyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformStatic9255.34627.01980.291.334.230.527.726.025.224.6Rotative8745.83813.9492.336.830.226.925.224.323.623.2Random8790.93873.9264.636.929.927.125.424.423.823.2Round-Robin8860.54086.2815.138.030.127.125.524.623.923.5Bit-reversalStatic5774.120,218.712,535.43.63.63.63.63.63.63.6Rotative12,236.915,087.112,641.66218.73.73.63.63.63.63.6Random13,137.816,415.813,253.34149.83.73.63.63.63.63.6Round-Robin12,594.412,655.85119.33.63.63.63.63.63.63.6Perfect ShuffleStatic2474.73.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.1Rotative2474.73.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.1Random2474.73.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.1Round-Robin2474.73.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.1ButterflyStatic8664.731,682.617,993.61.51.51.51.51.51.51.5Rotative22,388.530,757.417,993.21.51.51.51.51.51.51.5Random22,605.430,743.917,991.91.51.51.51.51.51.51.5Round-Robin17,320.610,825.44330.11.51.51.51.51.51.51.5TransposeStatic4330.112,960.99851.84.24.24.24.24.24.24.2Rotative10,711.113,430.69849.14.24.24.24.24.24.24.2Random10,667.013,392.29770.84.24.24.24.24.24.24.2Round-Robin11,110.912,500.15712.64.24.24.24.24.24.24.2ComplementStatic2165.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Rotative2165.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Random2165.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Round-Robin2165.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0Table 9Throughput (normalized) for a 4 × 4 Torus topology using four arbitration policies under different traffic patterns.Table 9Traffic PatternArbitration PolicyOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.10UniformStatic0.32950.32950.29100.23060.18740.15780.13630.12000.10710.0967Rotative0.33980.34060.29770.23060.18740.15780.13630.12000.10710.0967Random0.33900.33890.29860.23060.18740.15780.13630.12000.10710.0967Round-Robin0.33700.33770.29480.23060.18740.15780.13630.12000.10710.0967Bit-reversalStatic0.18750.10980.10500.17300.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Rotative0.22490.21590.18920.16820.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Random0.21410.20580.18450.16840.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Round-Robin0.21870.20980.19370.17300.14060.11840.10230.09000.08030.0726Perfect ShuffleStatic0.43740.37490.26250.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847Rotative0.43740.37490.26250.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847Random0.43740.37490.26250.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847Round-Robin0.43740.37490.26250.20190.16400.13810.11930.10500.09370.0847ButterflyStatic0.07500.12490.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Rotative0.12490.12490.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Random0.12430.12440.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484Round-Robin0.12500.12500.12500.11540.09370.07890.06820.06000.05360.0484TransposeStatic0.25000.23200.20000.17310.14060.11840.10230.09000.08040.0726Rotative0.24980.23200.19990.17310.14060.11840.10230.09000.08040.0726Random0.24770.22650.19740.17310.14060.11840.10230.09000.08040.0726Round-Robin0.24990.23210.20000.17310.14060.11840.10230.09000.08040.0726ComplementStatic0.50000.42860.30000.23080.18750.15790.13640.12000.10710.0968Rotative0.50000.42860.30000.23080.18750.15790.13640.12000.10710.0968Random0.50000.42860.30000.23080.18750.15790.13640.12000.10710.0968Round-Robin0.50000.42860.30000.23080.18750.15790.13640.12000.10710.0968Table 10Average latency (in cycles) for a 4 × 2 × 2 Mesh topology using seven memorization schemes under Uniform traffic.Table 10Memorization schemeOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.104-flit input buffer23,312.010,125.0371.558.750.046.043.642.241.140.58-flit input buffer18,133.14969.963.749.144.742.641.440.640.129.716-flit input buffer16,310.13160.050.944.842.541.340.540.039.639.332-flit input buffer16,182.42932.347.943.942.041.040.239.839.439.14-flit input and 4-flit output buffers18,868.75655.570.152.847.545.143.742.842.241.78-flit input and 8-flit output buffers16,511.73245.754.447.044.543.342.541.941.541.216-flit input and 16-flit output buffers16,277.83006.749.845.944.042.942.241.841.441.1Table 11Jitter for a 4 × 2 × 2 Mesh topology using seven memorization schemes under Uniform traffic.Table 11Memorization schemeOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.104-flit input buffer5811.13017.8485.434.427.925.624.423.723.222.98-flit input buffer4629.22615.638.328.125.624.423.723.223.022.716-flit input buffer4306.32699.429.426.024.723.923.523.122.922.632-flit input buffer4269.12766.627.825.624.523.823.423.022.822.64-flit input and 4-flit output buffers4809.42531.140.329.226.624.723.823.222.922.78-flit input and 8-flit output buffers4342.82717.230.326.224.723.923.423.022.822.516-flit input and 16-flit output buffers4262.02737.327.925.724.523.823.423.022.822.6Table 12Throughput for a 4 × 2 × 2 Mesh topology using seven memorization schemes under Uniform traffic.Table 12Memorization schemeOperating Frequency (MHz)\|Offered traffic (normalized)10\|1.0020\|0.5030\|0.3340\|0.2550\|0.2060\|0.1670\|0.1480\|0.1290\|0.11100\|0.104-flit input buffer0.32160.32030.29710.23030.18710.15750.13610.11970.10690.09668-flit input buffer0.36900.36810.29940.23030.18710.15760.13610.11970.10690.096616-flit input buffer0.38650.38690.29940.23030.18710.15760.13610.11970.10690.096632-flit input buffer0.38820.38880.29940.23030.18710.15760.13610.11970.10690.09664-flit input and 4-flit output buffers0.36070.36080.29950.23030.18720.15760.13610.11980.10690.09668-flit input and 8-flit output buffers0.38520.38520.29940.23030.18720.15760.13610.11980.10690.096616-flit input and 16-flit output buffers0.3883038750.29940.23030.18710.15760.13610.11970.10690.0966

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

The experiments used synthetic traffic generators to inject packets into the network. Traffic generation and analysis employed the model proposed in Ref. \[[@bib4]\] with the discard of the first packages delivered to avoid the systematic bias of the simulation, according to the method presented by Ref. \[[@bib5]\]. The simulations applied six spatial traffic distributions, including Uniform, Bit-reversal, Perfect Shuffle, Butterfly, Transpose, and Complement \[[@bib6]\]. In spatial distributions in which a source node can generate multiple communication flows to different destinations (e.g., Uniform traffic), their packets were generated and injected in random order with the use of the random number generator of the C++ Standard Template Library (STL), which relies on a uniform discrete distribution. This generator utilizes a seed computed in the front-end, and this seed is derived from the current simulation start time. In permutation-based distributions, when the destination node of a communication flow was the source node itself, the traffic generator did not generate the corresponding packets. Regarding the temporal distribution, each communication flow consisted of injecting 128-bit packets into 32-bit data links at a constant injection rate of 320 Mbps.

As shown in the tables presented above, the experiments evaluated the performance of six on-chip communication architectures, including Bus, Crossbar, and four NoC topologies (Chordal Ring, 2D Mesh, 3D Mesh, and 2D Torus). The experiments did not consider all the architectures for each spatial distribution. We did not evaluate the permutation-based distributions on the Bus as traffic does not depend on the destination addresses. We did not also consider NoC topologies in which a deadlock condition was reached because the routing algorithm was not able to avoid it. In addition to the topologies, the experiments also evaluated five routing alternatives in a 2D Mesh, four arbitration policies in a 2D Torus, and seven memorization schemes in a 3D Mesh.

We have configured the simulations to run until the delivery of 100,000 packets. The first 40,000 packets (40%) were discarded from the analysis to reduce sampling bias relative to the network warm-up period. It was not necessary to discard packets at the end of the simulation (drain period) as the simulator did not stop generating packages until the stop condition was reached.

The experiments were performed under different operating frequencies. As the data link width equals 32 bits and the injection rated is constant (320 Mbps), each operating frequency (e.g., 50 MHz) corresponds to a specific offered traffic (e.g., 0.20), as it is shown in the header of each table above.

The metrics used in the experiments were the average packet latency, jitter (defined by the standard deviation of packet latencies), and the throughput (which expresses the accepted traffic). These data are presented in the tables above and can be used as a reference for researches on on-chip communication architectures.
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